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By Barbara Kastelin

Troubador Publishing, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. UK ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. The Parrot Tree tells the story of Vivien, a talented young Englishwoman
in 1980 s suburbia who escapes the loveless marriage which suffocates her creativity, to find
professional fulfilment and romance in Madison Avenue. It is also the story of Karl, a tortured
genius who as a boy fled the Nazis in the sewers below Bratislava, became gardener to an Austrian
baron, fathered a beautiful but illegitimate daughter, emigrated to New York in the 1950s, and
eventually founded his own advertising agency. Karl s project is the preservation of the rainforest.
His deputy, Barney, employs Vivien to assist in the location-shoot in the headwaters of the Amazon:
part-paradise, part-nightmare. The model on the shoot is Leandra, Karl s temperamental daughter.
The ancient forest has powers over mankind. The filming in the jungle encounters obstacles,
greater even than Leandra and her tantrums. Despite this, a love affair with Barney blossoms
amidst parrots, butterflies and passion flowers. However, deep secrets rise to the surface at the
death of the Baron von Keyserling when his will cannot be found. Who will inherit the estate? What
tortured road...
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This pdf will not be straightforward to get started on studying but really exciting to read. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and useful. I am just very
happy to tell you that this is basically the finest publication i actually have study during my personal daily life and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Miss La vonne Gr a dy II--  Miss La vonne Gr a dy II

An extremely great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceedingly straightforward way in
fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this publication by which really transformed me, alter the way i believe.
-- Spencer  Fr itsch-- Spencer  Fr itsch
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